
Fly of the Month                            The Black Zulu Wet fly 
 
 Hook    :-  Wet fly, 14-12-10-8 

 

 Tail       :-  Red wool or substitute 

 

 Rib       :-  Silver tinsel 

 

 Body    :-  Black seals fur or nice glossy substitute 

 

 Body hackle   :-  Black cock or hen, palmered 

 

 Front hackle    :-  Black hen  

 

The origin of the Zulu pattern is a bit obscure but it almost certainly originated in the UK and 

probably in Scotland, where it is known to have been in use for over a hundred years. The dry Zulu 

was Fly of the Month in the February 2013 newsletter.  This month it is the turn of its big brother, 

the Black Zulu, wet. 
 

The Black Zulu is commonly used on stillwaters as the bob fly in a team of three flies where it is 

dribbled through the surface on the retrieve. In larger sizes it is also a very effective wet fly fished 

on its own and can be deadly pulled through the wave tops in rough weather. At one time it joined 

the list of flies…….think Alexandra, Boobies, etc……that were banned on some UK stillwaters 

because they were catching too many fish. Banning successful flies is not an affliction that ever 

spread to Australia, thank goodness. 
 

Tying the Black Zulu is not too difficult. Start by laying your foundation thread from eye to bend of 

hook where you tie in a generous bunch of red tail material. Wool is traditional but most tyers these 

days prefer something brighter, such as bright red FloatVis.  The tail should be fairly long, almost 

as long as the body if you use a regular length wet fly hook. At the same point tie in the silver tinsel 

that will hold the palmered hackle in place. Dub your thread and form the body by winding forward 

to just behind the eye, leaving enough room there for the front hackle. At this position attach the 

body hackle which should have fibres about as long as the hook gape. Wind it back towards the tail 

where you left the tinsel attached. Trap the hackle with the tinsel and wind it  forward through the 

hackle in three or four turns and tie it off at the front of the dubbed body. ( Tip for new fly tyers. 

Use your hackle pliers to wind the body hackle back. Then when you get to where the tinsel is you 

can use the pliers to let the hackle hang whilst you secure it with the tinsel. )  The front hackle is 

now tied in and it and should have fibres at least 1½ times the hook gape and be nice and soft to 

give the fly that pulsating movement in the water. Half a dozen turns of hackle and then use the 

tying thread to slope the fibres back over the body and build up a head behind the eye. A few drops 

of head cement to make the head shiny and the fly is finished.  
 

The wet Zulu is sometimes weighted with lead wire or a bead 

head. There is also a variant where a blue dyed Guinea fowl 

feather is used instead of black hen for the front hackle. That 

one is called, would you believe, the Blue Zulu. It also looks 

good with a built up head of bright red fluoro thread. 

                                                                                                                               Alan T.  
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